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Distributed Information Fusion in Multistatic Sensor
Networks for Underwater Surveillance

Paolo Braca,Member, IEEE, Ryan Goldhahn, Gabriele Ferri,Member, IEEE, and Kevin D. LePage

Abstract— Surveillance in antisubmarine warfare has
traditionally been carried out by means of submarines or frigates
with towed arrays. These techniques are manpower intensive.
Alternative approaches have recently been suggested using
distributed stationary and mobile sensors, such as autonomous
underwater vehicles (AUVs). In contrast with the use of standard
assets, these small, low-power, and mobile devices have limited
processing and wireless communication capabilities. However,
when deployed in a spatially separated network, these sensors
can form an intelligent network achieving high performance
with significant features of scalability, robustness, and reliability.
The distributed information FUSION (DIFFUSION) strategy,
in which the local information is shared among sensors, is one
of the key aspects of this intelligent network. In this paper, we
propose two DIFFUSION schemes, in which the information
shared among sensors consists of: 1) contacts, generated by
the local detection stage and 2) tracks, generated by the local
tracking stage. In the first DIFFUSION scheme, contacts are
combined at each nodes using the optimal Bayesian tracking
based on the random finite set formulation. In the second
DIFFUSION scheme, tracks are combined using the track-to-
track association/fusion procedure, then a sequential decision
based on the association events is exploited. A full validation of
the DIFFUSION schemes is conducted by the NATO Science
and Technology Organization—Center for maritime research
and experimentation during the sea trials Exercise Proud Manta
2012–2013 using real data. Performance metrics of DIFFUSION
and of local tracking/detection strategies are also evaluated
in terms of time-on-target (ToT) and false alarm rate (FAR).
We demonstrate the benefit of using DIFFUSION against the
local noncooperative strategies. In particular DIFFUSION
improves the level of TOT (FAR) with respect to the local
tracking/detection strategies. In particular, the TOTisincreased
over 90%–95% while the FAR is reduced of two order of
magnitude. The problem of communication failures, data not
available from the collaborative AUV during certain periods of
time, is also investigated. The robustness of DIFFUSION with
respect to these communication failures is demonstrated, and
the related performance results are reported here. In particular,
with 75% of communication failures the ToT is over 90%–95%
with a relatively small increase of the FAR with respect to the
case of perfect communication.

Index Terms— Collaborative data fusion, antisubmarine
warfare, multistatic active sonar, target tracking, underwater
sensor networks, autonomous underwater vehicles, real-world
experimentation.
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I. INTRODUCTION ANDMOTIVATION

AUTONOMOUS systems have a wide range of
applications [1], especially in the underwater domain

where it is preferable or mandatory to avoid a human
presence. Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUVs) with
sensing capabilities are used in different applications,
especially when the autonomy in the operations is of the
utmost importance. This is typically the case when difficulties
in communication hamper the possibility of sending remote
commands to the vehicles during their navigation, for instance
see [2]–[5].
Submarine detection and tracking, referred to as Anti-
Submarine Warfare (ASW), is one important surveillance
underwater application in whichAUVs can be effectively
used [6]. There are several approaches toASW which can
be mainly divided in passive and active systems. In active
ASWsystems the echoes revealing the presence of a target are
originated by the reflection of an acoustic waveform produced
by the surveillance system itself, while in passive systems
sound directly produced by the target is recorded. Even in the
presence of active sonars, detection/tracking is difficult since it
depends on the complex physics of the underwater channel and
can be made more difficult by a careful design of submarine
shapes, profiles, materials, and by the use of tactical navi-
gation. ActiveASWsystems can be classified as monostatic,
when the acoustic source and receiver are co-located, as
opposed tomultistatic systems in which the sources and
the receivers are different entities, spatially separated from
one another [7]–[9]. The minimum multistatic configuration,
consisting of a single source-receiver pair, is referred to as
bistatic
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.
The geometry between source, target, and receiver which
yields the best probability of detecting echoes from the target,
is referred to as the “glint” geometry, and it strongly depends
on the usually poorly known target heading. Moreover, with
a monostatic system a clever submarine’s navigation strategy
can minimize its sonar cross section with respect to a particular
direction, while with a multistatic system this strategy is much
more difficult.
Acoustic sources include hull mounted sonars, active
sonobuoy sources, towed variable-depth sonars, and fixed
sources, while towed line arrays are commonly used as
receivers [10]. Traditionally these arrays have been towed
by submarines or frigates, however this approach is man-
power intensive. More recently, alternative approaches have
been suggested in which the system is made of distributed
mobile and stationary sensors, such as sonobuoys and
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Fig. 1. Sketch of theCMREcooperativeASWmultistatic network. Thec2is
on board of theNRVAlliance. EachAUVacts as receiver of the multistatic
setup, towing a passive hydrophone array. The source node can be fixed or
mobile,i.e.,towed by theNRV. The components of the network (e.g.,AUVs,
source,c2, etc.) communicate using underwater or RF data links. Fixed and
mobile gateways, such as wave gliders, are used to guarantee the connectivity
of the network.

AUVs [1], [6], [11], [12]. As opposed to the use of standard
assets, these small, low-power, and mobile devices have
limited on board processing and wireless communication capa-
bilities. Consequently, individual sensors can only perform
local computation and, because of the underwater channel
limitations, communicate over a short range at low data rates.
But when deployed across a spatial domain and properly
interconnected, these relatively simple sensors can form an
intelligent network achieving high performance with signifi-
cant features of scalability, robustness, reliability. The concept
is to develop autonomous systems providing effectiveASW
capabilities at a fraction of the cost of traditional assets while
providing persistent surveillance of an area. An overview on
underwater Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) is provided
in [1]. This is the solution we have been pursuing atNATO
Science and Technology Organization - Centre for Maritime
Research and Experimentation (CMRE, formerly known as
SACLANTCENandNURC). In theCMREunderwater network,
sensorisedAUVs act as autonomous mobile nodes, see Fig. 1.
Multistatic sonar systems have the potential to greatly increase
ASWcoverage and performance. The possibility to use several
sources and receivers generates different geometric distrib-
utions of source-target-receiver increasing the probability of
detection and classification for a target.
However, for anAUV,theASWscenario is challenging from

the tracking point of view. Several clutter-generated tracks may
be simultaneously present, with some of them possibly lasting
for several pings. In addition, the target may not be observable
for some time due to particular sound channel conditions or
low probability of detection (e.g. due to a particular aspect
angle with respect to the receiver arrays). In addition, inASW
systems based employingAUVs, receiving sensors have limited
on board computational capabilities and therefore linear arrays
with a conventional (rather than adaptive) beamformer are
usually employed. In addition, horizontal line array receivers
are cylindrically symmetric; they cannot discriminate if

a detected echo comes from the port or from the starboard,
i.e., they suffer from Port–Starboard (PS) ambiguity [13]–[15].
Thus ambiguous tracks may be produced by the on board
tracker.
The mobility and thenumber of the mobile nodes can be
used to solve these problems. Their mobility and autonomy
can be used to implement data-driven approaches, enabled
by the computational power currently available on board the
vehicles. Data-driven approaches and autonomous decisions
taken by the vehicles can increase the efficiency of missions
by deviating from the pre-planned tracklines traditionally used
forAUVs in some real world operations [3], [16], [17]. The
AUVs can navigate to optimize some metric of interest, such
as the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), the detection probability,
or the estimated tracking error over a future horizon [17]–[21]
potentially increasing the tracking performance. The nodes can
also share locally collected information. For instance, solutions
for thePSambiguity in combination with the data association
problem are provided in [13]–[15] where the assumption, that
the target of interest is always assumed present, is made.
In this paper we propose a Distributed InFormation FUSION
(DIFFUSION) protocol, in which the local information is shared
among sensors. We demonstrate thatDIFFUSION can bring
clear benefits since clutter-generated or ambiguous tracks can
be identified and eliminated. On the other hand, tracks origi-
nated by targets can be validated and the detection capability
of the target can be improved. In particular, we propose and
describe twoDIFFUSIONschemes, in which the information
shared in the network consists ofi)contacts andii)tracks.
The final validation of the proposed approach is performed
using real data collected during sea trial experiments, con-
ducted by theNATO CMRE in 2012 and 2013. TheNATO
Research Vessel (NRV)AllianceandCMRE’s underwater net-
work with multistatic sonar system have been used during the
experimentation. The results of these underwater experimental
campaigns are here reported.
Performance metrics are evaluated in terms of Time-on-
Target ( TOT) and False Alarm Rate (FAR). The TOTisdefined
as the percentage of time in which the algorithm correctly
estimates the target trajectory. TheFARis instead the rate of
false target presence declared by the algorithm and normalized
by unit of time and space. See more details about TOTand
FARin [22] and [23]. We demonstrate the benefit of using
DIFFUSIONagainst local strategies, such as the local detector
and the local tracker on board a singleAUV. The robustness
ofDIFFUSIONwith respect to communication failures is also
demonstrated.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II there is a
description of theDIFFUSIONarchitectures while the deriva-
tion of theDIFFUSIONprocedures based on detection and track
sharing is presented in Sec. III and Sec. IV, respectively.
In Sec. V a description of the experiments and the related
results are reported. Finally, in Sec. VI the final remarks are
presented.

II. DIFFUSIONARCHITECTURES

CMRE Reprint Series

One problem of a distributed system is that the informa-
tion contained in the observed data is only locally available
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Fig. 2. Sketch of theDIFFUSION scheme, in which theAUVsshare
information with one another and thec2system by using a data link provided
by the underwater acoustic modem. The block diagram shows the signal
processing chain (array processing, detector, tracker) on board of theAUV.

and must be shared among theAUVs and the Command
and Control (c2) system using an underwater communication
system. Unfortunately, underwater acoustic communication
suffers from severe limitation in terms of bandwidth, and
for this reason very little information can be shared between
platforms. The objective is to share as much meaningful infor-
mation as possible in order to improve the detection/tracking
performance of the individualAUVs.
The standard approach to the target tracking problem can be

divided in two main parts:i)detection andii)tracking [24].
A natural choice for exchanging information is thus to
sharei)detections (often referred as contacts) orii)tracks.
An overview of the on board signal processing chain is
depicted in Fig. 2. The main blocks are the array processing,
the detector, and the tracker. The navigation block is used
not only to control theAUVtrajectory but also to provide the
AUVgeolocation. The modem block is dedicated to underwater
communication.
In this section we present twoDIFFUSION architectures,
in which the information provided by eachAUVis given by:
i)detections andii)tracks. Note that both detections and
tracks can be also generated byfalsetargets (often referred
as false alarms and false tracks, respectively) or ghost targets
because of thePSambiguity. ThePSambiguity is the impossi-
bility for theAUVto discriminate port from starboard contacts,
this ambiguity complicates the detection and tracking algo-
rithms and may severely degrade performance. In [13] and [14]
the target is always assumed to be present and a Bayesian
tracking approach is proposed to track the target state in
presence ofPSambiguity and measurement origin uncertainty
(missed detections and false alarms) [24]. The purpose of
DIFFUSION is to provide an improvement in terms of the
overall capability of detecting the target (quantified in terms of
TOT) and in terms of false alarm reduction (quantified in terms
ofFAR) with respect to the case in which the information on
board the singleAUVis available.
In the firstDIFFUSION architecture, based on detection
sharing, at every time scankeachAUVbroadcasts its local
detections, position and orientation to the network and receive
the same information from other nodes. EachAUV,aswell
as thec2system, updates its posterior distribution of the
target state (target presence and position/dynamic) based on

the detections collected by itsAUVcollaborators. In the case
that the communication fails then theAUVupdates its posterior
based only on its own detections. The posterior distribution
is computed numerically by using anad hocparticle filter,
detailed in Sec. III.
In the secondDIFFUSION architecture, based on track

sharing, at every time scankeachAUVbroadcasts its local
tracks and related covariance matrices to the network and
receives the tracks and covariance matrices from other nodes.
EachAUV and thec2perform a track-to-track association/
fusion [24]. Based on the association events a sequential
decision rule is used to classify(disambiguate) the local tracks
deciding if a track is true or false/ghost. If theAUVgeometry if
favorable and the target is detected by at least twoAUVsthis
procedure is able to correctly disambiguate the tracks. This
architecture is detailed in Sec. IV.
The challenge of DIFFUSION practical implementation is
related to the real-time constraint required by the surveillance
application. Clearly, as well known in tracking literature,
particle filters are among the most demanding techniques in
terms of computational effort. For this reason the proposed
DIFFUSION particle filtering, which is Bayesian optimal,
risks to be unfeasible on low cost AUV technologies. The
second DIFFUSION scheme is instead not optimal but very
efficient in terms of computational effort.

III. DIFFUSIONBASED ONDETECTIONSHARING

AnetworkofNAUV AUVs monitoring a certain surveillance
region is considered. The objective of the network is to
estimate the absence or presence of a target and, in the latter
case, its kinematic components at each time scank.
The target stateXkcan be conveniently formalized as a

Bernoulli random finite set (RFS) [25]–[27], whereXk={∅}
when the target is absent, orXk={xk}when the target is
present withxk=[xk,̇xk,yk,̇yk]

T, where the two positions

arex
(p)
k = [xk,yk]

T and [̇xk,̇yk]
T are the corresponding

velocities. In this work, when the target is present, we assume
a nearly constant velocity model [24]:

xk=Fkxk−1+vk, (1)

where Fkis the state transition matrix, andvktakes into
account the target acceleration or unmodeled dynamics.
At each time scanka set of contacts are observed by
thesthAUV,definedby

Zk,s= zk,s,i
mk,s
i=1
, (2)

wheremk,sis the number of measurements. Given thePS
ambiguity problem,zk,s,iin (2) are just the contacts on the
port side, since they form a sufficient statistic, because of the
deterministic dependence of the starboard contacts on the port
contacts [13].

A. Target Presence/Absence

Under the hypothesis of target absence (hypothesisH0
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),
the contacts are independent from each others and identically
distributed with a known clutter distribution. The set density
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of the measurements underH0, at timekand at thes
thsensor

can be formally written as:

fk,s(Z|H0)=μc(m;λ)

m

i=1

f(c)(zi), (3)

whereμc(m;λ)is the probability mass function (PMF)of
the clutter cardinality (often assumed as a PoissonPMFwith
rateλ), andf(c)(z)is probability density function (PDF)ofthe
clutter location (typically modeled as uniform in the region of
interest), see further details in [13], [24], and [28]–[31].
When the target is present (hypothesis H1), it can be

observed with a certain detection probability. This may vary
dramatically over the surveillance region, and is in general a
function of the receiver array parameters, source parameters,
source-target-receiver geometry, and environmental parame-
ters as such as bottom scattering strength, water column
and bottom sediment density and sound speed, and bottom
and surface roughness and reflection loss. Numerical and/or
closed-form acoustic propagation models [32]–[34] are then
used to calculate the predictedPD. We borrow from [15] an
acoustic model to predict the detection probability of the target
in any position in the surveillance region, taking into account
the relevant environmental acoustic effects. This will be key
for enhancing the performance of the tracking algorithm, as
well as for the path planning optimization proposed in [20].
The aforementioned acoustic model provides us with a

detection probabilityPD(x
(p)
k ,pk,s,sk), which is a function

on the target positionx
(p)
k , of the receiver positionpk,sand

of the source positionsk. In this work we assume a stationary

source, thensk=sandPD(x
(p)
k ,pk,s,sk)≡PD(x

(p)
k ,pk,s).

Since we assume that at most one target is present, all the
other contacts are clutter, independent from the target’s state.
Then, the set density of data underH1is given by

fk,s(Z|H1)= 1−PD(x
(p)
k ,pk,s)μc(m;λ)

m

i=1

f(c)(zi)

+m−1PD(x
(p)
k ,pk,s)μc(m−1;λ)

×

m

j=1

f
(t)
k,s(zj)

i=j

f(c)(zi), (4)

wheref
(t)
k,s(z)is the target-originatedPDFwithPSambiguity,

see details in [13]. In order to make explicit the relation
between the target state and the data, eqs. (3) and (4) can
be equivalently rewritten as:

fk,s(Z|Xk={∅})= fk,s(Z|H0), (5)

fk,s(Z|Xk={xk})= fk,s(Z|H1). (6)

B. Optimal Bayesian Tracking

In Bayesian tracking, the objective is to construct the
posterior distribution of the target stateXk. Let us denote by
Zs1:k=[Z

s
1,Z

s
2,...,Z

s
k]the aggregate in time of the data up to

time stepkreceived by thesthAUV. Let us indicated withNs,k
the set ofAUVs able to communicate with thesthAUV.The
measurements collected by thesthAUVareZsk= Zk,ii∈Ns,k

,

which is the aggregate of detection sets received from each

AUVi∈Ns,k, including its own detectionss∈Ns,k.The
target state posterior of thesthAUVcan be thus written as:

PsXkZ
s
1:k =

L Zsk|XkPsXkZ
s
1:k−1

PsZ
s
kZ

s
1:k−1

, (7)

where PsXkZ
s
1:k−1 is the prior at timek and

PsZ
s
kZ

s
1:k−1 is the scaling factor. Since the sensors

are conditionally independent given the target state, the
likelihoodL Zsk|Xk can be factorized as:

L Zsk|Xk =

i∈Ns,k

fk,iZk,i|xk, (8)

where fk,s Zk,s|Xk is the likelihood of thes
thsensor at

timek, given in eqs. (5)-(6). We assume that theAUVshave
the ability to communicate not only their local detectionsZk,s,
but alsoAUVpositionspk,sand orientations. Analogously, we
can proceed to update the target state posterior at thec2.
Unfortunately, closed-form solutions of the posterior distri-
bution (7) are seldom available in practice. As a consequence,
one should typically resort to some form of approximation that
are both accurate and computationally tractable. Specifically,
in this work we focus on the powerful technique of particle
filtering to obtain a numerically efficient approximation
of (7), [28], [35], [36]. The posterior distribution (7) at time
kis represented by

P̂s Xk|Z
s
1:k =

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

w∅k, Xk=∅,
Np

i=1
wikδxik

(x),Xk={x},
(9)

where w∅k is the weight approximatingPsXk=∅|Z
s
1:k,

xikis thei-th sample of the target state,w
i
kis thei-th weight

approximatingPsXk= xik |Z1:k,Npis the number of
particles,δx0(x)is the delta function located inx0.
Algorithm 1 presents the pseudo-code of the particle filter
implementation, wheref(xk|xk−1)is a Gaussian centered
inFxk−1with covariance given by Qv,UL(x;z)is a 2-D
uniform distribution centered inzwith lengthL,pbandps
are respectively the target birth and survive probabilities,
NZsk = i∈Ns,k

|Zk,i|is the total number of contacts at the

sthAUV,φX(·)is theRFStransition distribution andq(·)is
the importance sampling distribution. Note that the resampling
algorithm is standard and given in [37].

C. Detection and Estimation of the Target

In this subsection we describe the estimation procedure
for obtainingXkfrom the posterior distributionPsXk|Z

s
1:k.

As discussed in the RFS literature, see [29], [38], in this work
we opt for a two-stage procedure in which first we decide if
the target is present or absent and then estimate its state. Given
our Bayesian detection framework, the optimal decision rule
is formulated as follows [39]

Ps(Xk=∅|Z1:k)≥pγ, declareH1,

Ps(Xk=∅|Z1:k)>1−pγ,declareH0,

CMRE Reprint Series
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Algorithm 1Diffusion Particle Filter
IMPORTANCE SAMPLING

Drawxik∼fxk|x
i
k−1 ,∀i=1,...,Np;

forjs∈Ns,kdo

Draw N new samples x
Np+n
k from UL x;zk,js,n ∀n =

1,...,Zk,js;
end for

UPDATE
fori=1toNp+NNZsk

do

Xik= xik, wik=LZ
s
k|X
i
k

φX X
i
k|X
i
k−1

qXik|X
i
k−1,Z

s
k

wik−1;

end for
w∅k=L Z

s
k|Xk=∅ (1−pb)w

∅
k−1+(1−ps)1−w

∅
k−1 ;

Drop the particles with the lowestNNZsk
weights;

NORMALIZATION

wt=w
∅
k+

Np

j=1
wik;{Totalweight}

w∅k=
w∅k
wt
; wik=

wik
wt
,∀i=1,...,Np;

RESAMPLING

Nef f=
Np

j=1
wik
2
−1

; {Effective sample size}

ifNef f<NpTdthen
resampling;
end if

where pγ is named as target probability threshold. The
estimator is then given by

Xk=
{xk},if decidedH1,

∅, if decidedH0,
(11)

wherexkis the estimator of the target state. A convenient
choice for the target state, optimal in terms of mean square
error, is the posterior meanxk=Exk|Z

s
1:k,whereE[·]is

the posterior mean operator.

IV. DIFFUSIONBASED ONTRACKSHARING

In this section theDIFFUSION, based on the T2T procedure,
is detailed and discussed. The T2T procedure is performed
in two steps: the T2Tassociation(T2T-A) and the T2T
fusion(T2T-F) [24]. A local tracker, running on eachAUV,is
available. At theAUVs, the tracker is feed sequentially by the
local detections at each time scan and provides a number of

tracks, denoted by xs,ik|k i∈Tsk
, and their related covariance

matrices Ps,ik|k i∈Tsk
,whereTsk is the set of active tracks

atAUVs.
The T2T-A is a procedure which associates the tracks of

AUVs1, to those of theAUVs2. Let us begin assuming that
just a single track is active at eachAUV:xs1,ik|kats1andx

s2,j
k|k

ats2. The true target states are respectivelyx
i
kandx

j
kfor

s1ands2. Let us define:

ij
k xs1,ik|k−x

s2,j
k|k,

ij
k xik−x

j
k. (12)

Thesame targetand thedifferent targethypotheses, namely
HijandH̄ij, are formulated as

Hij:
ij
k=0, H̄ij:

ij
k=0. (13)

The error in the difference of the state estimates is defined as

ij
k=

ij
k−

ij
k, (14)

with covariance, under the independence assumption,1

given by

T
ij
k=P

s1,i
k +P

s2,j
k . (15)

The decision is based on the testing rule

Dij
ij
k

T
T
ij
k

−1 ij
k

H̄ij

Hij

Dα, (16)

where the threshold Dα is computed such that
P{Dij>Dα|Hij}=α. Exploiting the Gaussian assumption,
the threshold corresponds to the 1−αpoint of the chi-square
distribution.
Let us consider the case in which there are multiple tracks
on eachAUV. Therefore, the previous testing rule must be
extended as follows. Assume thats1ands2AUVshavea
set of active tracksTs1k, withNs1 = Ts1k ,andT

s2
k, with

Ns2 = Ts2k , respectively. We define the binary assignment
variableδij, which is unity if the trackiofs1is associated
with the trackjofs2, and null otherwise. The list of tracks
at each site is augmented with a dummy element, indicated
with the null index, to incorporate the case in which the track
of oneAUVshould not be associated with any of the tracks
of the otherAUV. For instance,δi0represents the case that
the trackiis not associated. If we assume that the track
association events among different track pairs are independent,
then the 2-D assignment formulation finds the most likely
(joint) T2T-A hypothesis by solving the following constrained
optimization [24]

minδij

Ns1

i=0

Ns2

j=0

δijcij (17)

s.t.

Ns1

i=0

δij=1, j=1,...,Ns2,

Ns2

j=0

δij=1,i=1,...,Ns1,

δij∈{0,1},i=0,...,Ns1, j=0,...,Ns2,

where
cij=−lnLij. (18)

Fori,j≥1,Lijis the likelihood ratio of the two tracks
being from the same target versus being from two different
targets and is proportional toDij.Fori=0(orj=0)Lijis
the likelihood ratio of an incomplete assignment, see further
details in [24]. The optimization problem of eq. (17) can be
solved using standard procedures,e.g.the Auction algorithm,
linear programming by relaxing the integer constraint, etc.
Defining δ∗ijthe T2T-A pairs, the fusion target state is
computed for all the associated tracks,δ∗ij=1i,j≥1 leading

1Note that the track estimatesx
s1,i
k|k andx

s2,i
k|k
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are not independent [24].
However, in this work we use this simplification since the procedure to carry
out the dependency would requirea higher computational load.
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Fig. 3. Main research equipments for the sea trials. (a)NRVAlliance is used asc2of the sensor network system. (b) Echo repeater used to simulate an
underwater target and towed by theNRV.(c)TheDEMUSis the acoustic source of the multistatic network. (d) TheOEX-AUVwith theBENStowed-array.
(e) Acoustic and radio frequency gateway. (f) Wave glider.

to higher accuracy than the individual state estimates. For all
the unassociated tracks the fusion system is equivalent to the
single sensor.

A. Sequential Decision Based on the T2T-A Events

Because of thePSambiguity problem, the set of tracksTsk
at eachAUVis constituted by true tracks andghosttracks.
Let us assume that a true track, sayi, is generated by port
side contacts then the tracker likely would generate a ghost
track, sayi, by using the symmetric contacts, in terms of
bearing, on the starboard side. In principle, by using a linear
array there is not a procedure able to disambiguate without
a sharp maneuvering of theAUV[13]. Here we propose the
T2T-A events as decision statistic to disambiguate.
In general two ambiguous tracksiandicannot be both

true at the same time, unless there are two true targets in
exactly the same location relative to the array. In other words
one of them is alwaysghost. Let use define the sets of

ambiguous tracks T̄sk,̃T
s
k =Tsk, with an index operator

i=gki ∈T̃
s
k,∀i∈T̄

s
k. (19)

Define a sequential score functionlk(i),∀i∈T
s
k for each

track, initialized to zero. If trackiis associated with one track
of the otherAUVs(δ∗ij=1), then we update the sequential
score function as follows

lk(i)=lk−1(i)+1, (20)

lk(gk(i))=lk−1(gk(i))−1.

When a positive threshold γ≥0 is reached the track is
declared to be disambiguated or correct, otherwise when a neg-
ative thresholdγ−<0 is reached the track is declared ghost,

lk(i)≥γ, Trackiis declared correct, (21)

lk(i)<γ
−,Trackiis declared ghost. (22)

V. DIFFUSIONEXPERIMENTALRESULTS

In this section the full validation of theDIFFUSION
schemes is provided using real data from experiments con-
ducted byNATO CMREduring the sea trialsExercise Proud
Manta 2012(EXPOMA12) andExercise Proud Manta 2013
(EXPOMA13). Specifically,DIFFUSION basedondetection
sharing is tested using the EXPOMA12 dataset, while
theDIFFUSION basedontracksharingistestedusingthe
EXPOMA13 dataset.
In EXPOMA12 we simulate the presence of communica-
tion failures, in which anAUVdoes not receive information
from its collaborator. In the case of perfect communication,
theAUVs, as well as thec2, perform equivalently because they
use the same data. In EXPOMA13 we use the data correctly
received at thec2during the experimentation. Coherently, we
define the communication error rate (CER) as the percent of
communication failures.
In the next subsections we briefly describe the experiments
conducted during EXPOMA12 and EXPOMA13 and the
technical details of the main research equipments (see Fig. 3)
which constitute the CMRE cooperative ASW multistatic
network schematically depicted in Fig. 1. Then, we report the
results obtained by adopting theDIFFUSIONschemes.

A. CMRE Cooperative ASW Multistatic Network

As the acoustic source, we used the Deployable
Experimental Multi-static Undersea Surveillance System
DEMUS [40]. The source is bottom-tethered and was not
moved during the experiments. The source transmitted a
hyperbolic frequency modulated (HFM) sweep with 48 s
ping repetition rate. TheDEMUS
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source was equipped with
a modem to enable remote activation via underwater acoustic
communications, and a radio buoy to allow wireless activation
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and monitoring of the source, as well asGPSsynchronization
for timing and accurate position estimates.
The vehicles used as receiving nodes of the

multistatic network were two Ocean Explorer (OEX)
AUVs (shown in Fig. 3(d)). These vehicles are approximately
4.3 m long and 0.53 m wide. They can reach a speed of
1 m/s with a maximum operating depth of 300 m. TheOEX
AUVs are both deployed with theBENS slim towed array
SLITA[11]. The arrays are deployed approximately 3.5 m
behind the vehicle. In the experiments both vehicles suffered
fromPSambiguity, as discussed before.
AUVs communicated between each other and with the

c2 centre acoustically. Each vehicle was equipped with
a 7/17 kHz Evologics [41] low-frequency modem. The
adopted channel access method isthe Time Division Multiple
Access (TDMA).
To communicate fromc2centre with the vehicles a gateway

buoy is deployed. The gateway buoy has a radio link with
thec2 centre and is equipped with an acoustic modem.
Starting from EXPOMA13, a Waveglider autonomous surface
vehicle [42] has been used in the network as an additional
gateway. The Waveglider’s mobility is used to position it in
favorable locations to improve the communication with the
vehicles. With this configuration, four nodes are present in the
communication scheme and the usedTDMAframe was 54 s.
The vehicles usually sends messages containing navigation
data and information related to their operative state. When
contacts and/or tracks are present, theAUVs try to send them
in a message containing the five highestSNRcontacts and
in a message containing the three longest tracks produced by
the tracker. Given the available bandwidth and the messages
to be sent, when present, these two messages are sent with
a maximum delay of oneTDMAframe (in the frame later to
their production).
All the assets were deployed from theNRVAlliance. The
vessel acted as thec2centre during the experiments. The dis-
cussed datasets were collected by using an echo-repeater (ER)
as a target.
TheERwas towed by the NRV Alliance, and recorded

the waveforms received following theDEMUStransmissions,
then re-transmitted the recorded signals with a user-specified
amplitude gain after a user-specified delay.
During the experiments described in this work, the echo

repeater re-broadcast the incoming sonar signal with a tunable
gain over the received level. This gain serves as a substitute
for the target sonar cross-section or reflectivity.
1) Auv Control System:TheAUVcontrol system is based on

the “backseat-driver” paradigm: a backseat computer executes
the processes managing the mission and produces commands
for a frontseat computer in charge of the low-level vehicle
control [43].
The software architecture running on the vehicles is based

on MOOS-IVP [43]. MOOS-IVP is an open source C++
framework for providing autonomy to robotic platforms,
in particular marine vehicles. MOOS-IVP is based on the
publish/subscribe paradigm: a community of processes
subscribe to receive and publish variables from/to a database
(MOOSDB). For the management and control of vehicles, the

MOOS framework works according to the backseat-driver and
fits with the described hardware: MOOS processes managing
the mission run on the backseat computer receiving data
from/issuing commands to the frontseat computer. The IvP
Helm is a MOOS application that enables behaviour-based
autonomy [43]. A behaviour is a self-contained vehicle control
law that achieves and/or maintain goals [44]. Behaviours can
run simultaneously and can be grouped into behaviour sets,
which are active based on certain conditions. The IvP Helm
is able to reconcile the different active behaviours outputs by
using interval programming technique. It combines the objec-
tive functions generated by the different active behaviours to
produce the commands for the frontseat controller, specifically
speed, heading and depth commands. The different behaviours
offer a set of navigation primitives, such as waypoint naviga-
tion, racetracks or collision avoidance. These are the building
blocks to create theAUVmissions.
In the MOOS framework, the signal processing software is
run [6], [45]. At each ping,pProcessSlitaBB, a MOOS front-
end to the active sonar signal processing algorithm libraries,
receives the acoustic data coming from the array and acquired
by the frontseat computer, and produces the contacts (range
and bearing data). In particular, it executes the beamform-
ing, matched filtering, normalization and finally creates the
contacts. Contacts are fed to the on board tracker process, in
this case theCMREmulti-hypothesis tracker (MHT) [46]. The
tracker processes the contact data, first geolocating them using
the source location and the array location/heading angle. Then
it combines (spatially) relatedcontacts over time, generating
tracks.
During the two described experiments, pre-planned
racetracks were executed by theAUVs. Pre-planned tracklines
assure coverage of the area with the area coverage timing com-
putable prior the experiment. These features were important
to fulfill the mission requirements.

B. Exercise Proud Manta 2012

The EXPOMA12 was held in the Mediterranean Sea off the
coast of Sicily, Italy during February-March 2012. The setup
of the experiment is reported in Figs. 4–5, where we depict
the location of theDEMUSsource (yellow diamond), position
ofAUVs,Harpo(blue square) andGroucho(green square),
and the trajectory of the target (black dashed line). The
ERtowed by theNRVAlliance is used in the experiment as a
reproducible and controllable target.
TheDEMUS is located at(12.3km,23.2km).Thetarget
sails from the location(16.5km,16.9km)to(17.2km,9.8km)
and then goes to (11.3km,15.8km). TheAUVs sail
south-east of the source position and the target trajectory.
The duration of the experiment is approximately two hours.
Further details about the experimental setup are also available
in [13].
A key element of this procedure is that the SNR
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,and
consequently the detection probability at each AUV, depends
on the geometry of the bistatic system and on the environment,
e.g. multipath time spread, reverberation, bathymetry, sound
speed, see further details in [13], [15], [19], and [20].
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Fig. 4. Sea trial EXPOMA12. Behaviour of theDIFFUSIONscheme, based on detection sharing and with perfect communication, using the EXPOMA12
data set, with the detection probability of Harpo and Groucho provided by the acoustic model. Time scank=15 andk=75. Right-side detection detection
probability map of Harpo and Groucho at time scank, Groucho and Harpo positions (white square ‘’), source position (white diamond ‘♦’). Left-side we
report the target trajectory (dashed black line), current target position (‘x’), estimated target track at timek(red ‘’), Harpo contacts at timek(blue ‘’),
Groucho contacts at timek(green ‘’), Harpo position at timek(blue square ‘’), Groucho position at timek(green square ‘’),DEMUSposition
(yellow diamond ‘’). (a) k=15. (b) k=75.

Fig. 5. Sea trial EXPOMA12. Results of theDIFFUSIONscheme, based on
detection sharing and with perfect communication, using the detection prob-
ability of Harpo and Groucho provided by the acoustic model. We report the
target trajectory (dashed black line), the estimated target trajectory (red ‘’),
overall Harpo contacts (blue ‘’), overall Groucho contacts(green ‘’),
Harpo trajectory (blue square ‘ ’), Groucho trajectory (green square ‘’),
DEMUSposition (yellow diamond ‘’).

The detections of eachAUVare combined by usingDIFFU-
SION, defined in Sec. III. TheDIFFUSIONis implemented by
a particle filtering strategy derived in Sec. III-B.
In Fig. 4, we report the behaviour ofDIFFUSIONin which

the detection probability of eachAUVs is not constant over
the surveillance region. Fig. 4(a)-(b) (right-side) show the so-
called blanking region between theAUVand the source and
also the degradation of the detection probability (<0.3) near
the edges of the surveillance region. However, note that the
target is mostly moving in the region where the detection
probability is high (≈0.7−0.9).

Fig. 6. Sea trial EXPOMA12. Posterior target presence probability of the
DIFFUSIONscheme, based on detection sharing and with perfect communica-
tion, versus the timek. The decision thresholdpγ=0.8 is also reported.

TABLE I

SEATRIALEXPOMA12. COMPARISON INTERMS OFTOTANDFAR

AMONGDIFFUSIONWITHPERFECTCOMMUNICATION(CER=0),

CER=75%ANDDETECTOR ONBOARD THESINGLEAUV

Using the proposed procedure we are able to correctly
estimate the target trajectory and to reject most of the ghost
and false contacts, see Fig. 5. In Fig. 6 the posterior target
presence probability is depicted. It is worthwhile to note that
for 25<k<40 the target is erroneously considered absent,
this is caused by the fact that there is a mismatch between
the expectedAUV
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detection probability and the true one.
This problem can be overcomed using an adaptive tracking
strategy developed in [48] and [49]. In Tab. I we report the
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Fig. 7. Sea trial EXPOMA13. Behaviour of theDIFFUSIONscheme, based on track sharing. Time scank=86,87,90,93. We report the target trajectory
(dashed black line), current target position (’x’), current position and related covariance of the tracks on boardAUVs (dashed blue for Harpo and dashed green
for Groucho) and the fused tracks usingDIFFUSION(dashed red). The trackIDis reported, as well as the ambiguousIDreferred as twinID. The Association
events are present in time scank=87,90,93 leading toID=212 to be declared as target by theDIFFUSIONscheme. (a) k=86. (b) k=87. (c) k=90.
(d) k=93.

performance of theDIFFUSIONscheme in terms of TOTand
FAR. The detector on board ofAUVsisabletocorrectly
declare the target presence 78% (TOT of Harpo) and
53% (TOT of Groucho) of the overall target time at the cost
ofFAR=7.5·10−5(Harpo) andFAR=9.1·10−5(Groucho).
The use of theDIFFUSIONcollaboration amongAUVsisable
to sensibly increase the performance reducing theFARof two
order of magnitude and increasing the TOT over the 90%.
Specifically when there is a perfect communication (CER=0)
the TOT for bothAUVs is 94% withFAR=2.5·10−7while
when the communication is affected by remarkable issues,

CER=75%, theDIFFUSIONexhibits still good performance,
TOT = 95% and TOT = 91% for respectively
Harpo and Groucho, but at the price of an increase of
theFAR,5.8·10−7for Harpo and 6.7·10−7for Groucho.

C. Exercise Proud Manta 2013

The EXPOMA13 was held in the Mediterranean Sea off
the coast of Sicily, Italy during February-March 2013. TheER
towed by theNRV

CMRE Reprint Series

Alliance is used in the experiment as a
reproducible and controllable target. We have two trajectories
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Fig. 8. Sea trial EXPOMA13. Results of theDIFFUSIONscheme, based on tracks collected atc2on board of theNRV. On the left side, we report
the target trajectory (dashed black line), overall Harpo tracks (blue ‘’), overall Groucho tracks (green ‘’). On the right side, we report the target

trajectory (dashed black line) and theDIFFUSIONtracks (red circles “”) generated at thec2.

of the target, each of them is about one and a half hour. In the
first trajectory the target sails from the location(7km,12 km)
to(11 km,17 km)and finally goes to(10 km,16 km),inthe
second one the target sails from the location(10 km,15 km)
to(12 km,18 km)and finally goes to(8km,13 km).
TheDIFFUSION based on track sharing is adopted here,

in which the tracks collected byAUVs during the experiment
are combined at thec2on board of theNRVAlliance. TheCER
of theAUVs observed at thec2was quite good, around 10%
for Harpo and 30% for Groucho.
In Fig. 7 we report the behaviour of theDIFFUSIONscheme.
In time scank=86, Fig. 7(a), only two active tracks from
Harpo are available, consequentlyDIFFUSIONtracks are the
same of Harpo with a null score. TheDIFFUSION IDis taken
by the set of HarpoIDin this case. In time scank=87,
Fig. 7(b), two tracks are provided by Groucho. An association
event betweenID=212 of Harpo andID=533 of Groucho is
observed. Given thatID=212 andID=533 have ambiguous
tracks respectivelyID=217 andID=532 the association
event entails thatlk(212)=1andlk(217)=lk(532)=−1.
In time scank=90, Fig. 7(c), andk=93, Fig. 7(d), the same
association event is observed leading finally tolk(212)=3.
In time scank=90 the trackID=217 is substituted by track
ID=249, then finally at scank=93 we havelk(249)=−2,
lk(532)=−3.
Using DIFFUSION we are able to correctly estimate the

target trajectory and to reject most of the ghost and false
contacts, see Fig. 8. In Tab. II a comparison is reported in
terms of TOTandFARamong theDIFFUSION scheme and
the tracker on board the vehicles. In this case we report
an increment of the TOT(γ= 0) from the local tracker
83−70% (Harpo and Groucho) to 92% reducing theFAR

TABLE II

EXPOMA13. COMPARISON INTERMS OFTOTANDFAR AMONG

DIFFUSION ANDMHTONBOARD THESINGLEAUV

from 1.2−1.6·10−5to 0.9·10−5. Increasingγwe reduce the
FARof two orders of magnitude by decreasing the TOTtoa
level of 82% and of three orders of magnitude by decreasing
the TOTtoalevelof78−72%.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper we report recent advances in anti-submarine
warfare applications using a multistatic network of AUVs.
In particular we propose two distributed information fusion
(DIFFUSION) schemes, in which the information in the form
of contacts and tracks is shared among theAUVsandthe
command and control.
A full validation of theDIFFUSION schemes using real-

world experiments conducted by the NATO Science and
Technology Organization – Centre for Maritime Research and
Experimentation, during the sea trialsExercise Proud Manta
2012-2013, is reported. Significant performance improve-
ments ofDIFFUSIONschemes are observed in terms of both
TOTandFARagainst the use of a singleAUVasset. Specif-
ically, the TOT is increased over 90−95% while theFAR
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is reduced of two order of magnitude. The robustness of
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DIFFUSION with respect to communication failures is also
demonstrated, and the related performance results are reported
in this paper. Specifically, with 75% of communication failures
the TOT is over 90−95% with a relatively small increase of
theFAR.
Possible directions for future studies include the adaptive

AUVs deployment and dynamics, exploiting techniques like
dynamic programming and stochastic control. Considering the
shallow water environment the tracker can be also enhanced
using optimization strategies to maximize the target detection
probability. Another future work involves the use of a band-
width efficientfullydistributed target tracking collaborative
strategy.
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